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POST-GRADUATE COURSE SECTION – B

Term End Examination — December, 2011 2. Answer any three of the following questions :

12  3 = 36

ENGLISH
a) i) Give a three term description of the

consonants of the following word : 4
Paper – II

Time : Four Hours Full Marks : 100
‘universe’

( Weightage of Marks : 80% )

ii) What is tonic accent ? Give examples.
Special credit will be given for accuracy and relevance in

the answer. Marks will be deducted for incorrect spelling,

untidy work and illegible handwriting. The weightage for

each question has been indicated in the margin.

4

iii) Which are the nasal phonemes ? 4

b) i) Write a phonemic transcription of the

following : 4SECTION – A

1. Answer any two of the following questions : The dogs chased the cats.
18  2 = 36

ii) Describe the ‘stricture’ during the

articulation of the Fricatives. 4a) Write a note on English as a World

Language.
iii) Mark the syllabic division and accent

in any four of the following words : 4b) Define the terms, ‘Phonetics’ and

‘Phonology’ with suitable examples.
exhibition, cattle, superficial,

visionary, specific, phonological.c) What is IC analysis ? What are the

inadequacies of IC analysis ?
c) What is Syntax ? How is the study of T.G.

Syntax different from traditional grammar ?d) Write a note on varieties of language

register according to use. 12
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d) Give the morphological analysis of any six

of the following words : 2  6

c) Write brief notes on any two of the

following :

ice-cream vendor, book exhibition,

multilingualism, include, nationalism,

impact, unpredictable, football player,

blackboards.

i) Metonymy

ii) Quantifier

iii) The semantic fallacy

iv) Lateral phoneme.
e) Describe the structure of the Noun Phrase

( NP ) and its different forms. 12 d) Describe the organs of speech with special

reference to the active articulators.
f) Write short notes on any three of the

following : 4  3 e) Write a note on Standard English.

f) What is meant by mode of discourse ?i) Creole ii) Sociolect

iii) Code-mixing iv) Allomorph

v) Minimal pair.

SECTION – C

3. Answer any four of the following : 7  4 = 28

a) Write a short note on any one of the

following :

i) Diphthong

ii) Indian English.

b) Attempt a stylistic analysis of the following :

O Rose, Thou art sick !

The invisible worm,

That flies in the night,

In the howling storm,
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